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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

We’re here to help with inquiries 
about account support, product 
support, order status, shipping, 
billing and more

CONNECT OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVE.

Speak with a Samyotech sales representative 
about our products or services.

How can we help you?

To get in touch with the right team, please select your area of 
interest below.
If you’d like to become part of the Samyotech team.

POOCH PLAY
PoochPlay app tracks your dog’s physical activity (even without a 
tracker!

Dogs make our lives better and we wanted to return the favour.
That's why, a team of vets and engineers came together and created PoochPlay. - A complete dog wellbeing 
management app and a wireless dog activity tracker.
PoochPlay app is available for free to download and use.
• PoochPlay app tracks your dog’s physical activity (even without a tracker!)
• It monitors and manages your dog’s weight
• Based on your dog’s age, weight, conditions, activity levels and the brand of food it already eats, PoochPlay 
recommends how much food they need every day.
• It learns and notifies you about your dog’s daily, periodic, vaccination and de- worming schedules.

We appreciate that every dog is unique, PoochPlay worked with vets and scientists to create an optimum 
algorithm that checks various details about your dog and works out a personal activity plan. The more 
information you enter about your pooch, the more specific the results.
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I'M IN DIARY
Your new social calendar app. An easier way to organise events 
with friends (and with yourself!)
Schedule.

The technology built to bring us closer together, can take us further away from the people closest to us....

Lets use technology and social media in the right way
------------------
Why are we different?
We're really trying to build you a simple, beautiful but most importantly USEFUL app
Our scheduling tool - 'Find a time that works' - makes it easier to see when everyone is free
Our voting function - means you don't need to spend hours deciding where to go
Our chat - means you don't need to set up a new messaging group every time you get together
Everything in on place!
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LOWCOSTPLUS
Low Cost Plus is not a direct shop but rather a price comparison 
platform. 

Price comparison from eBay... amazon... walmart... best buy... Find the bests prices for products. and also find 
the best price Flights and Hotels deals.
Low Cost Plus is not a direct shop but rather a price comparison platform. Ordering of products is therefore 
not possible from Low Cost Plus itself. Instead, products are ordered from the shops listed on this platform.
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SENACTI
Giving you the health information needed to succeed. Senacti 
Provides you with a weekly report detailing changes in mood, 
activity, and even communication

All this information, with your permission, can even be beamed right over to the support professionals 
waiting to serve your needs.
Scheduling
MAKING APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING A BREEZE
Sometimes Picking Up the Phone is the Hardest Thing to Do Sometimes life gets in the way of us doing 
what we need to do. Senacti’s intuitive platform makes scheduling a breeze. Set up appointments online 
and over the phone with a few easy clicks. Sometimes, if there’s something particularly worrying, your 
coach might do it for you.
Customisation
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EVEROFFER
EverOffer is leading channel for mobile deals. Through EverOffer 
you'll find offers, discounts and coupons from popular restaurants, 
hair dressers, food stores etc.

EverOffer is leading channel for mobile deals. Through EverOffer you'll find offers, discounts and coupons 
from popular restaurants, hair dressers, food stores etc.
Ever offer will always have offers available at your closest shops/stores.
All coupons in EverOffer are free and are shown directly on your phone's screen for you to show the 
cashier.
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TASTE OF INDORE
Taste Of Indore app provides largest collection of Recipes.
Make Tasty Recipe with Taste Of Indore.
Taste Of Indore Free app provide offline collection of various kind 
of Recipes.

Taste Of Indore app provides largest collection of Recipes.
Make Tasty Recipe with Taste Of Indore.
Taste Of Indore Free app provide offline collection of various kind of Recipes.
All recipes was categorized with following categories
Categories:
Chatni, Chiness, Desert, Drinks, Fastfood, Panjabi, Raita, Rice Snacks, Soup, South Indian.
Each category has list of recipes in it , and each recipe has necessary ingredients and steps to make your 
food very testy.
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BEHINND BAR
BehindBars is the most unique way to experience the nightlife with 
your friends with good wine (whisky or beer) and great food. 
Become a member today and enjoy amazing benefits!

BehindBars is the most unique way to experience the nightlife with your friends 
with good wine (whisky or beer) and great food. Become a member today and 
enjoy amazing benefits!
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FAMA CASH

Online Recharge and Utility Bill Payment
Recharge your prepaid mobile or pay bills of postpaid mobile for Airtel, Vodafone, Idea, Reliance, BSNL, Tata, 
Aircel, MTS, Uninor, MTNL. Make payment for your DTH recharge - Airtel DTH, Videocon D2H, Dish TV, Tata 
Sky & Sun TV. Pay your landline bills for Airtel, Reliance, MTS and more.
Pay electricity bills (BSES, Reliance, Tata Power, CESC, BESCOM etc.), water bills (Delhi Jal Board) or gas bills 
(Adani, Mahanagar, Siti) through Fama Cash.
Skip the queues and do online recharge your metro card (Delhi Metro card - DMRC or Mumbai Metro card) 
through the Fama Cash app!

Accept payment from customers or friends, send money by scanning a QR code / using 
OTP verification. Also use the Fama Cash  Wallet to pay for your cab/auto rides with 
Uber, Meru, Taxiforsure or Jugnoo.
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HOTEL IMPERIAL
Hotel Imperial Ujjain brings a refreshingly unique hotel in ujjain , 
mahakaleshwar temple ujjain in, just 5 minutes from hotel. Its 
location makes it ideally located for all businessmen, tourists & 
pilgrims.

Imperial Hotel at Ujjain is the city most admirable place of stay offering heartwarming services and luxuri-
ous rooms for catering to the needs of business, leisure and religious travelers. We intend to give you the 
latest amenities and home like comfort while your stay and believe in creating value for you by arranging 
for fully- furnished and pleasant rooms and suites along with well-arranged conference halls and dining 
facilities. Our wide range of service portfolio is designed to delight our guests in terms of comfort, enter-
tainment, cuisines and services. We aim to give a cozy, warm and stylish course of stay with an in-build 
convenience at every step. We, at Imperial Hotel, promise to go beyond your desired expectations by 
providing you a memorable experience to be cherished for a lifetime.
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SHORT TRICKS 
Mental calculation comprises arithmetical calculations using only 
the human brain, with no help from calculators, computers, or pen 
and paper

Mental calculation comprises arithmetical calculations using only the human brain, with no help from 
calculators, computers, or pen and paper. People use mental calculation when computing tools are not 
available, when it is faster than other means of calculation (for example, conventional methods as taught 
in educational institutions), or in a competitive context. Mental calculation often involves the use of 
specific techniques devised for specific types of problems.
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SPEECH REMINDER
Speech Reminder is totally new concept to add reminder. In current 
version of application user can add text to reminder and listen text 
as speech.
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PIC PUZZLE 
A puzzle is a game, problem, or toy that tests a person's ingenuity 
or knowledge.

A puzzle is a game, problem, or toy that tests a person's ingenuity or knowledge. In a puzzle, one is required 
to put pieces together in a logical way, in order to arrive at the correct solution of the puzzle. There are 
different types of puzzles for different ages, such as crossword puzzles, word-search puzzles, number 
puzzles, or logic puzzles.



AfterFeed
Afterfeed provides a unique platform to share everthing related to 
Social Media, LOL, Business, Entertainment, Lifestyle, Technology.



CBC



Chartered Bike
Millions of people around the globe ride bikes. But historically, this joy 
on two wheels would come to a screeching halt when they traveled, 
because the equipment was too di�cult to transport. 

Chartered Bike is self ride bike rental application which provide an easy link between 
vendors and customers with an handy Android application,where vendor's bike are 
directly booked by customer for a day, week or month. The concept is very simple - 
We create a market place where people who want bikes (Travelers) can be matched 
with people who have bikes (Our Vendors). 



Doctor_directory



EAAM Technologies
EAAM Technologies the frontiers of Mobile Apps & Website Develop-
ment work on tailor made mobile applications that take the business 
acumen to newer heights.

EAAM provide services to client cashless this is called Barter system. Barter is the act 
of trading goods and services between two or more parties without the use of 
money. 



eaZybiZ.biZ
Eazybiz is a Malawian product, owned and created by Captain Seleman 
Kasawala Jalakala, an airline pilot,

Eazybiz is an o�-shoot of Eazy Dial Limited, a privately owned company registered 
under the Registrar of companies Act and incorporated under the private companies 
Act of Malawi of 1984 section 15.



FollowGh
FollowGh is a real-time information network that connects you to the 
Cities, Regions, latest stories, ideas, opinions and news about what you 
�nd interesting.

1. Stay closer to Ghana and friends and �nd out what’s happening, Right now. In your     
     City.
2. Search in real time. Follow people you’d like to know. Watch rising trends.
3. Get noti�ed when friends share and comment on your posts.
4. Chat and have followers conversations.



Forum Fix
Forum �x is a new forum app specialising in the original forum style. 
04603f48df



Kadby
Spacelance o�ers next generation Virtual O�ce Solutions for any city. 
Virtual Address can be used in your website, business cards and station-
ary. 

Kadby is an application cum social platform for those who have words but no ears to 
listen to them. Here you can share all your feelings which you hesitate to share with 
anyone. So, pour down all your problems, believes, thoughts with us as we our here 
to listen and motivate you.



OAS (Online Attendance System)
OAS is Attendance application that can give your o�ce employee's 
report.



Spacelance
Spacelance o�ers next generation       for any city. Virtual Address can be 
used in your website, business cards and stationary. 

Spacelance o�ers next generation Virtual O�ce Solutions for any city. Virtual Address 
can be used in your website, business cards and stationary. It will give your business 
a new identity. virtual phone number, live receptionist service as well. We can even 
forward your mails to your own physical address and deposit cheques from your 
clients to your local bank account.



YukonBaby
YukonBaby o�ers expecting mothers in the Yukon a vast array of 
resources and tools to help during pregnancy.

Some of these Include:
My Baby Now: Know exactly where you are, and how your baby is developing
Pregnancy Tools: Contraction timers and much more!
Pregnancy Timeline: See what to expect in the coming weeks
Yukon Resources: YukonBaby helps you �nd resources that are relevant in your com-
munity



SolutionzID
SolutionzID is a unique way for sta� to clock in and out of sites that 
bene�t from TimeSolutionz, the Time & Attendance solution designed 
speci�cally for the Contract Cleaning Industry.

SolutionzID is a unique way for sta� to clock in and out of sites that bene�t from 
TimeSolutionz, the Time & Attendance solution designed speci�cally for the Con-
tract Cleaning Industry.

TimeSolutionz is best implemented under consulting guidance from Solutionz 
Source. Get in contact by emailing time@timesolutionz.com.



Zakat Foundation of India
Zakat Foundation of India was established in 1997 as a grassroots level 
organization by concerned residents of New Delhi.

SolutionzID is a unique way for sta� to clock in and out of sites that bene�t from 
TimeSolutionz, the Time & Attendance solution designed speci�cally for the Con-
tract Cleaning Industry.

TimeSolutionz is best implemented under consulting guidance from Solutionz 
Source. Get in contact by emailing time@timesolutionz.com.
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